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the littlest
sister
Mary Clearman

Anne sat on the hard oak bench, her thin,
strong legs dangling, looking past the cage
with the canary and out the window. The
sunlight streamed in, lighting the small,
square room with its carved oak piano and
worn couch. Just outside the deep, old^
fashioned window, a lilac bush brushed the
glass gently, in the breeze. Anne sighed.
“I don’t hear no scales,” her mother said
from the kitchen. Anne squirmed and turned
back to the keyboard, slumping in her freshly
ironed plaid shirt and faded pedal pushers.
“Thump — thum-thum-thum-thum-thum—”
The patient voice of the piano rose dutifully
up the scale under Anne’s thin brown fingers,
long for the size of her hands. The fingers
ran back down the keyboard and stopped.
“Oh, hum,” she said. Her long legs swung
against the stout, scarred bench.
“What’s the m atter?” her mother asked.
Anne could hear the thump of the rolling pin
and the kitchen table squeaking through the
open door.
“I’m tired,” she said petulantly. “Can’t I
go play?”
“You play your Etudes through a couple
times more, and then you can.”
“But I’m hot.” Anne’s face slowly crum
pled, tears hurrying into her eyes.
“Anne! Come on, let’s hear ’em.” The
rolling pin thumped again.
The tears welled over and ran down. Anne
found her place in the music book and spread
it out on the rack, her lower lip puckered and
thrust out in her thin, fair face. She pushed
a moist lock of light brown hair off her fore
head and began to play. The form of the
Etude emerged from her determined tenyear-old style, choppy but recognizable.
Her sister Dorothy strolled through the
kitchen door and sprawled over the arm of
the couch. At seventeen, she was neat and
graceful and self-possessed, even in blue
jeans with her shirt hanging out. Anne, red

eyed, looked over her shoulder and back at
the music without stopping her attack on the
keys, but with a faint warning flounce.
“What’s the m atter?” asked Dorothy.
“Nothing!” Anne kicked the pedal sav
agely, stumbled mid-measure and lost her
place. Dorothy giggled.
“Quit it!” Anne whipped in familiar re
sponse around the bench, startling the sleepy
canary, who leaped with a squawk across the
cage. Dorothy kept on laughing, rolling off
the arm of the couch and tumbling into the
cushions, her nicely shaped legs in the air.
She pointed a finger at Anne, and laughed
daintily.
Anne shrieked. “Dorothy! Quit it! Quit!
Qui-i-i-t!” She jumped off the piano bench
and flew at her sister, her face contorted in
rage. Dorothy, still laughing, held her off,
protesting.
“Ow! Mom! Ow!”
Their mother hurried in from the kitchen,
dusting her hands on the front of her cotton
housedress, and collared Anne. “You get
back at that piano!”
Dorothy gathered her legs under her and
straightened her shirt. “I just laughed when
she kicked the piano,” she said.
“Why can’t you leave her alone when she’s
practicing?” asked her mother. But her face
softened, looking at Dorothy. She went
back into the kitchen and returned with a
cup of coffee. Sitting down comfortably on
the couch, her housedress bulging a little, she
said, “Now let’s hear that Etude all the way
through.”
Anne turned tearfully back to the piano.
“I played most of it!”
“That’s F sharp,” her mother corrected,
and added to Dorothy, “seems like she’s
worse’n you and Helen put together. I guess
a guy shouldn’t have kids when he’s this old,
let alone try to make musicians out of ’em.
But we always wanted you all to be able to
2

play for your own enjoyment, whether it was
any good or not.”
Dorothy giggled. “She sure looks like she
enjoys it.”
Anne could feel the hot salt tears on her
face. The music blurred, and she stumbled
and then recovered. If she were only as
pretty as Dorothy was. She peeked balefully
around at Dorothy, lower lip outthrust, and
then down doubtfully at her thin brown
arms, sprinkled with fine blonde hairs that
were lighter than her skin.
Maybe she would be prettier when she was
Dorothy’s age. She concentrated fiercely on
the hard part that the music teacher had
circled in red, and got it right. Dorothy was
like a piece of blue velvet ribbon, even in
blue jeans. She was small and trim, with
neat little hands and feet. I’m already almost
as tall as she is, Anne thought. She thought
about her feet, long and bony on her long,
thin legs. I wish I was pretty, she thought.
The piece ended.
“Let’s hear it once more,” said her mother
from the couch. Anne turned back the page
and began again, listening to the conversation
of Dorothy and their mother as she played.
“Anyway, it’s nice to have her here this
summer while Dave travels,” Dorothy was
saying. “And we get to play with little
Davy.”
The coffee cup clinked on the saucer. “If
she wasn’t always reading junk. What is
that funny-looking stuff? Greek, did she
say?”
“With the funny letters?”
“That’s right. It’s all Greek to me, any
way.” Their mother laughed. “Wonder what
good it does a guy to be able to read some
thing like that? Nobody talks it any more,
do they?”
“Nope. Helen says it’s a dead tongue.”
Their mother sighed. “You never could
get any work out of her when there was a
book around. I always said I’d teach the next
one to work before she could read, but Anne’s
just as bad.”
“Helen’s where, now?”
“Peeling peaches. I’m going to can ’em.”
There was a crow from the doorway, and
Anne galloped hastily through the last bars,
then turned around on the bench. The baby,
Davy, stood on unsteady legs, a piece of peach
peel clutched in one fist.
—3 -

“Hi-hi, Davi-davvums,” said Anne. She
leaned down from the bench and smiled at
him, smelling the sweet smell of his baby
body mingled with the odor of fresh peaches.
Davy laughed back at her, waving his piece
of peach peel.
“Don’t talk baby talk to him,” her mother
said sharply. “How do you expect him to
learn to talk English if all he hears is baby
talk?”
Dorothy giggled.
Anne turned away, feeling the love she had
for the baby bruised. Davy was paying no
attention. He had seen the canary. With
shaky steps he headed for the cage, chubby
face fixed on the bird. The canary was
watching him, head cocked suspiciously.
Davy reached the stand and began to shake
it, while the canary hopped from one perch
to another with a great rattle of spilled bird
seed, squawking in protest.
“Oh, get him, Dorothy,” said her mother,
“before he pulls the cage over.”
“Come on, Davy,” said Dorothy. He backed
off in resistance and sat down hard, and she
picked him up and carried him across the
room. “Here, play with this.”
“That’s my horse,” said Anne in dismay.
“He won’t hurt it,” said her mother.
“But he’ll chew on it.”
“Oh, let him play with it. You’re too big
for it, anyway.” Her mother sipped her cof
fee slowly. Anne, sitting dejectedly on the
piano bench and looking at her mother and
sister together on the couch, could pick out
their resemblances. Dorothy’s flower face
was a replica of her mother’s, yet unblurred
with fat. Their eyes were the same bluegray, with the same deep shine. Strange how
different people’s eyes were, Anne thought.
Her own eyes were light blue like her fa
ther’s, and Helen’s were greenish. Davy had
his father’s dark brown eyes.
“I wish school wasn’t about to start,” said
Dorothy. She sat slumped, her knees drawn
up, surveying one slender foot.
“Well, another year and you’ll be out of
high school,” her mother said comfortably.
“Teachers’ college’ll probably be a lot more
interesting.”
“I guess so,” Dorothy said, unconvinced.
She picked at a torn corner of her shirt, and
said, “I wish I knew if I wanted to teach or
not.”
“Oh, you don’t need to worry. You’ll prob-

ably make a better teacher than those like
Helen that it comes so easy to. Those that
have to work to learn it can always put it
across to somebody else easier than the ones
that breeze through it. Helen don’t know
what it is to study.”
“Well, I suppose so—”
“And teaching you won’t have to worry
about the men botherin’ around, like you
would in an office job.”
“Where are there men bothering around?”
Helen stood in the doorway.
“In office jobs,” explained her mother. “I
was just telling Dorothy. And I was telling
her that the ones the books comes harder to
do better in the end, lots of times.”
“I see,” said Helen. Her greenish eyes,
wandering over the room, fell on Davy.
“Hey, small boy, don’t you know that’s Anne’s
horse?” She took the horse and held it out
to Anne.
“I don’t want it,” Anne said. H e l e n
shrugged and set it on the piano.
The lilac bush brushed gently on the glass.
Anne thought of the cool green leaves, smell
ing green in the warm sun. There was a dark
cave under the lilac bush. You had to lie
flat on your stomach and wriggle under the
low branches, and then you sat on the damp,
cool earth, hidden by the thick green leaves.
No one had ever been there but Anne. Then
she remembered Helen, and looked at her,
wondering if she had ever crawled under the
heavy leaves when she was ten years old,
and hidden in the cool darkness.
“How long did you go to teachers’ college,
Mommikins?” asked Dorothy.
“Just a little better’n a year. That was all
you needed to teach, then.”
“Too bad it isn’t that way now,” said Doro
thy. She chewed at a hangnail. Her hands
were little and blunt.
“Don’t you ever want a degree?” asked
Helen. Her voice was oddly without form,
lacking tone, as if it had been developed late.
Dorothy frowned a little. “Oh—kind of, I
guess, but I don’t know if I’m good enough.
I’m so afraid the work’ll be too hard.”
“Oh, look at Sally,” protested their mother.
She was speaking of their aunt, her older
sister. “She finally finished four years, and
what did it get her?”
“A better job,” suggested Helen.
Her mother sniffed. “She’d of got it any
—

way, with her tenure and all.” She picked
up the coffee cup and set it down again with
a tiny clink, seeing that it was empty. “And
you don’t need to hold it over on Dorothy
because she can’t read a bunch of Greek junk
like you can.”
“I’ve never held anything over Dorothy,”
said Helen sharply. Anne winced uneasily
at the edge in her sister’s voice. No one but
Helen ever argued with their mother.
“Don’t you go telling me what you’ve ever
done. Ever since you were little, you thought
you were so smart, just because things come
a little easier to you.”
“Do you really have so much against a good
student?” .
“I don’t have anything against a good stu
dent, unless they get the idea they’re so kill
ing smart. Sure makes me laugh, when they
don’t amount to no more’n some of the slower
ones in the long run. And when they get to
teaching, the slower ones are always better.
They can put it across better.”
“Oh, I don’t know,” said Helen.
“Well, I do. The slower ones are always
better teachers.” She stopped, readjusting
her bulk, and added, “I’ve always been so
careful not to be like Mama. She always
figured Sally was so much better’n the rest
of us, just because Sally got such good grades.
I always said I’d never hold it over one of
my kids, just because she wasn’t quick as
some.”
“No you just make it miserable for the
rest of them.”
“I don’t!” The coffee cup crashed down.
“I’ve never loved one of my kids better’n
another one. Not like Mama.”
Helen shrugged.
“Anne, who told you to quit? You’ve got
two more Etudes to get through before you’re
done.”
Anne turned miserably to the keyboard
and fumbled with the music book. She hated
for Helen to fight with her mother. It was
as if nothing was the matter when it wasn’t
mentioned. Anyway, almost. She wondered
if slow people were better than quick people.
“Hurry up, there!”
Anne hastily found the place, spread it out
in front of her, and began to play. She could
feel her face swollen and hot from tears and
anger, and hated it. If she was just pretty.
Dorothy giggled again.
(Continued on page seven)
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David Askevold

the

fence

Ernest Gehrling

was going to be a high one. Probably one
of those woven type things stained sienna
brown and rough and hard on kids who run
into them.
My eyes stopped upon a pile of tulip bulbs
and crocus bulbs which had been dug up
from their earth bed and thrown together
on our side of the property. The beginnings
of green leaves were withered. The Harris
family and ours together had planted them
one fall. Those flowers had been the only
property divider we had wanted, and after
the snow was gone and they bloomed, they
reminded us of a refreshing and a renewing
of our friendship. McNally hadn’t ever said
that he didn’t like them, but he’d never made
the fuss over them that we and the Harris’
had. Anyway I can replant them on our side.
They will help brighten up the wall next
season.
Then I went into the house and told Kay
that I was going over to John’s for awhile.
She couldn’t figure out why he was building
the fence either. Only once had she left
clothes on the line when McNally and his
wife had an outdoor party. Ethel hadn’t been
very nice about it, but we got the drier two
weeks later. Maybe it’s the noise we make
when we get out the croquet set. The kids
love to play that game.
John couldn’t figure it out either. He said
that Ed, or rather Mr. McNally, had sort of
started to freeze up when Ethel moved out.
John is sure that they didn’t get along too
well. I said that McNally wouldn’t say much
to me about the fence. John replied that it
was McNally’s property, but it was really
going to chop up the neighborhood. There
wasn’t a fence in the block before, just solid
back yards. We all get along really well.
Just a few flowers in between lawns here
and there. I added that in fact McNally
wouldn’t even talk much about anything.
John and I decided that we could go over

I woke up rather early this morning to the
tune of a power saw chewing through thick
boards. Curiosity is one of my weaknesses
or bad habits as you wish, so I parted the
drapes and was not too surprised to see Ed
McNally, our neighbor next on the right sur
rounded by stacks of rough one by eights and
a pile of four by fours. He is always building
something, like that set of lawn furniture he
made for his patio. Sweeping the scene with
my sleepy eyes I saw the boundary between
our yards marked out carefully with stakes
and string. Lately Ed, I mean Mr. McNally,
has been rather unhappy. Really since six
weeks ago when the decree became final and
Ethel moved out taking everything she had
ever spent a penny on.
I tried to slow down at breakfast, and Kay
said I was just dying to get out there and
start asking questions. I couldn’t imagine
why a fence between our yards. We’ve never
been really close friends. McNally doesn’t
open up much and we talk little, but I’m sure
nothing has ever happened to make him
angry with us. Oh sure, our four little ones
tramp through his lawn over to Gordon’s a
lot. So does Kay, and I even do when I have
to talk to John about lodge stuff. We got
rid of the cat and then the dog because of
Kay’s hay fever. I’ve never backed my car
onto his lawn when I’ve brought it around
to wash it, since that one time. We were
fairly quiet at the two barbecues we had last
summer. I picked up the beer bottle which
Bill threw over there when showing off his
hammer throw form.
“Hi, Mr. McNally. How’s it going?”
I noticed that the stakes and string not
only marked out a closing in between our
properties but between McNally’s and John
Gordon’s, and between the yard of my neigh
bor and the alley.
No answer, just a nod which I took to mean,
“Fine.”
Judging by the stack of boards, the fence
-6
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later this afternoon and try to draw Ed out
on the whole thing. Maybe take him over a
beer and some potato chips. I hate the
thought of that high fence. We really don’t
know Ed McNally.

nary who swung and squawked by the piano,
with their swift, free, startling flight. Some
times she spent hours poring over the bird
pictures in the nature book her grandmother
had sent her.
At the top of the hill she sat down. The
little square white house with its lilac bush,
nestled under the hill, seemed insignificant,
and below it the other houses were even
smaller. Their blue and green and red roofs,
patchwork in the afternoon sun, blended to
gether and worked into the dusty sand color
that was the business district at the bottom
of the fold in the hills. An aluminum gleam
at the north end of town was the courthouse
dome. Her father worked at the courthouse,
often late into the night. Anne had seen his
office a few times, small and dusty, booklined and strewn with papers.
The river could be seen only in a few
places. Above the town were the green cot
tonwoods that followed its bendings, hiding
it, and only below was the blue stretch of
slow current in sight, glinting invitingly.
There was a great concrete tunnel that let
the river through town, and some of the boys
in her class bragged about floating through it.
The faraway water looked cool. Anne
wished that she could swim. Dorothy couldn’t
either, but Dave had taught Helen after they
were married.
She liked Dave. He had sandy hair and
bright brown eyes, and her mother never
scolded about kids that wasted their time
with their nose in a book when he was there.
Dave didn’t fight with her like Helen did.
He just looked at her with his bright, brown
eyes, sharp and considering. Of course Helen
didn’t ordinarily quarrel with her mother
when she was just home for a day. It was
only after a long visit like this.
She wondered what it had been like before
she was born, when Helen and Dorothy had
been little girls. They usually got along
pretty well. She and Dorothy were the ones
that fought. Anne remembered the punch
she had given Dorothy the other day. She
had it coming, she thought guiltily.
I never get to tease her, she thought sulkily.
She remembered the occasion of one of Doro
thy’s infrequent dates, and of herself “acting
smart,” as her mother called it, until they
banished her upstairs. Helen had said, “Doro
thy teased me enough, heaven knows.”
“Yes, and you made life miserable for her.

the littlest sister
(Continued from page four) ^
“Now don’t laugh at her, she’s cross enough
already,” said her mother.
“Well, I can’t help it, she’s so funny look
ing, banging away there,” said Dorothy.
“Well, leave her alone for awhile, anyway.”
Davy came over to the piano and reached
up, patting at the keys with one peach-sticky
hand, the spontaneous smile of a baby begin
ning to break over his face.
“Get away!” Anne said crossly, and then
felt tight in the stomach as his happy little
face looked bewildered at her voice. Helen
reached down and picked him up, hugging
him.
“Oh, Anne, for heaven’s sake go do some
thing else. Blubbering that way, you’ll never
get anything done,” said her mother. Anne
got up from the piano bench, careful to avoid
looking at Helen and Davy, and hurried
through the kitchen and the back door.
Standing in the sunlight, she dug fiercely
at her eyes. She wished that the tears didn’t
come so easily. It didn’t do Helen any good
to fight with Mom.
There was a low hill behind the house.
From the top, you could look down over the
town, spread out along the river, or you could
go over the top and be all alone in the thick
grass and bushes. Anne began to climb the
hill.
The late summer grass rose up to her knees,
brushing her legs where the pedal pushers
left off. There were a few clumps of over
grown sweet clover, heavily fragrant, and a
little timothy. Anne broke off a stalk and
chewed it. In the spring, the ends of the
stalks were tender and green and juicy, but
now they were dry and pale brown. A little
bird hopped along in front of her, then flew
off with a rapid w hirr of wings. Anne
stopped to watch it go, shading her eyes. She
liked wild birds better than the cranky ca
7

There’s no sense to Anne’s raising the dickens
like that.”
Anne sighed now, sucking on her timothy
shoot. The sun felt warm on her head, and
the breeze had dried away her tears. She
wondered if her face was red. Looking down
at the dusty, sunny town, she could just make
out the little sandstone library, and she re
membered the book that Helen had checked
out for her and taken back yesterday. There
had been another woman named Helen in the
book, but this Helen had been beautiful. Her
sister Helen wasn’t even as pretty as Dorothy.
The most beautiful woman in the world.
Anne half closed her eyes. The pedal pushers
and plaid shirt were disappearing, replaced
by vague jewel-studded robes. The men with
funny names came to pay homage to her.
The warm sun lulled her. Bits of poetry from
another book came to her. Who has seen the
wind? The children sing in far Japan, the
children sing in Spain. Strange to think of
the children in Japan singing right now.
Strange to think of the book about beautiful
Helen in the library right now, tight on a
shelf with other books, while she sat in the
high grass.
Anne roused herself. When she was big
ger, she would study Greek like Helen, and
she would read and get away into that other
world of words. Who has seen the wind?
Neither you nor I, but when the—she stood
up. The sun had gone behind a cloud. Anne
ran down the hill to the house, through the
grass and sweet clover, getting stones and
dirt in the bottoms of her shoes.
She could see her mother and sisters in the
kitchen when she passed the window, so she
went around the house and came in the front
door. Walking softly, she approached the
bookcase that stood by the piano and chose a
volume. She sat down quietly on the end of
the couch. The title of the book said, How
to Win Friends and Influence People. It was
one of her mother’s books, and she had
thought for some time that it looked inter
esting.
For a minute she sat looking out the win
dow at the lilac bush before opening the book.
She would not need any of them or want any
of them when she was bigger and had her
own world.
But as she bent to the book, she heard her
-

mother’s voice, and Dorothy’s, crying, “Oh,
Mommikins, Mommikins,” and she felt the
love well up within her suddenly, and she
began to cry softly. The hot tears fell on the
letters of the book cover, drowning the words.

☆

Poem
Denny D. Culbertson

God grant I live another day!
Tomorrow pretty Molly O’Doon
Will lie down abed with me.
Black eyes and a big bust
That I would that I could love
That woman weak with humanity.
God grant I live to watch her die!
May be that
Tomorrow Barbarians
Will come and kill her,
Or ravish her,
Murder me.
May be that their
Ingenuity and imagination
Suggest my eyes plucked
And me impaled.
Perhaps a bomb will blast the blessed.
And leave the remainder to an
Invisible and lingering death.
God grant I live to watch one more war!
May be that
Tomorrow will be warm
And I will lie with Molly O’Doon in bed
And forget the dead
Jews and Japs
And her inane prattle.
8
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Poetry

Wayne Finney

Hello: A Poem
When ships of old seldom met upon an uncharted sea,
A cask was broached and grogs around for all the crew.
Colors struck, captains met, news exchanged and sea yarns spun;
A brief moment of gaiety to measure the watery boredom,
Then godspeed and a fair wind.
Hi ho mate, hoist the sails, set a course;
We’re on our way to the ends of the earth
To find the place where the sun goes down.
We met like ships on a sea
And made our colors known.
We had our songs and soon became the best of friends;
We drank to life and love
And while the shades of night turned to mists of morn,
Told our tales and pledged our promises
Which we hoped the other would keep;
Then parted at last with a nod and a wave
To travel on to who knows where,
And to meet again who knows when.
We each took a part of the other away
And we’ll look back and someday say,
Remember when—Aye mate, what a wonderful day.
Keep the stern to the wind,
Point the bow toward the sun,
Let the wind stay steady
And our hearts true.
Godspeed friends, clear sailing ahead
And a bit of luck to you.
Better of Two
I. It must be a wonderful thing
To have a friend and be one too.
Comrades in arms, old soldiers true.
Yes, it’s a rare and exciting thing,
To have a friend and be one, too.
II. Two old trees stand side by side,
One still lives but the other has died.
All their lives they grew side by side
And shared in everything until one of them died.
They lived so long there side by side,
That their branches are intertwined even though
one has died.
The living one embraces the one that died
And within its green boughs it tries to hide
The gray, dry, skeleton of the one that died.
One stands rotting in the arms of the other,
Neither will fall till both have died.
—9—

the

blue

Martin Holt

City lights bright in the early night dark
ness with low, red-glow in the western sky.
The blackening Sierras throw up their pro
tective mantle as homeward traffic slowly
grinds to its suppertime halt. Even old
Tamalpias seems relieved that the daily bus
tle is over for an hour or so.
An occasional horn honking in the distance
and the sharp chatter of old Wong and his
wife of 97 years or one of his decaying friends
drifts into the still air on Gerkey Alley.
Trudging footfalls bring life to the creaking
stairs as Christopher mounts heavenward
with his charge clasped under his arm. He
must be fatigued from a long day at CrownZellerbach or Roos-Atkins or maybe even
with Rose Exterminators. He does rather
reek of some strange odor and certainly
those clothes could never be allowed to pass
through the hallowed halls of the mighty
glass cage on Market Street. But see how
slowly he moves. Why it is ten minutes now
that he has been standing in front of number
38? He is trying to get in but why doesn’t
he knock? The glimmer of light that escapes
from under the door and through the keyhole
and floods through the shadeless window
should surely be proof enough, even to Chris
topher, that someone is home.
He fumbles in his pocket, emitting curses
every few minutes or so, finally trying other
pockets. He sets his package down roughly.
Pulling up his heavy Salvation Army sweater
he stabs around in his shirt pockets.
“Now where in the hell is that key,” he
murmurs. “I know it’s here somewhere. I
must be going completely out of my mind
lately. I can’t even remember where I put
my key.”
As soft music in a Bernstein love opera
changes to the blast of trumpets and "timpani
-

night

announcing the arrival of the black haired
villain; so does the light of dawn become the
heliosphere, glare-heat of two minutes after
sunrise; so did Christopher realize that num
ber 38, Gerkey Alley has no key, never has
had a key and never will have a key as long
as the door is without a latch.
Still muttering under his breath he steps
by the in swinging door, kicking it shut with
his. foot as he hop-strides into the room.
Placing his package on the table he whips out
a preposterously long sheet of paper, which
upon a second glance is seen to be from a roll
which is most often found in the bathroom.
As he looks over the list he reaches into the
bag.
“Rice; check: M.J.B. Quick Brown Rice,”
he clucks with satisfaction. “Beans; check:
M.J.B. Quick Brown Rice. Dried sprouts;
check: M.J.B. Quick Brown Rice. Bulgur;
check: M.J.B. Quick Brown Rice. . . .”
Silence! Dead silence! A silence which
when compared with suppertime San Fran
cisco, seems void of sound. Not even the
street cars dare to go about their clicketyclack journey for fear of marring the perfect
surface of the stillness.
Dropping to a dimestore cushion Chris
topher looks about him in mild bewilder
ment. The room is small but ample. Bamboo
mats cover the floor and firm cotton pillows
lay strewn about, left where they had been
thrown or kicked. An old raggedy sweater
with one elbow out lies in the corner with
blue paint spots decorating it like bulbs on
a yuletide tree. In the center of the room
sits a low table about three feet square upon
which rests an electric hot plate that he had
purchased at Beale’s Square Deals over on
Third Street for $3.50. It had no cord but
Christopher bought a plug and cord from
10
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Sally Marinias in the 311 on Mission. A
bulging brown-paper-sack sits next to the
hot plate and five boxes of rice are piled on
the table. The tiny sink under the window
is loaded to over full with a frying pan, boil
ing pan (minus much enamel) and dishes and
pots of assorted shapes and sizes—creations
of various potters in the colony.
One large plate seems to hold a more es
teemed position than the others as it has been
washed and set aside, ready to be used again.
The design is in very low relief and the image
of Europa’s lover victoriously tossing his
horned head is vaguely discernable. The
colors, like the pipe of pied, seem to transfix
and draw the observer to it. Blue, the most
perfect blue to come from the brush of an
artist and it had been the indirect product
of reduction in a copper-cobalt glaze kiln
firing to stoneware but reducing at cone three
for 30 minutes. Then amaturishly driven to
cone ten by immediate application of every
ounce of gas which would pour into the kiln.
Cone ten was reached and passed before it
was checked, but by then the damage had
been done.
Stephen, the kiln God, had been martyred
along with every piece in the kiln but one.
A blue plate depicting Zeus in the form of a
bull. The blue was like the sea itself. A
single plate containing the whole Pacific
Ocean to its greatest depths mirroring the
spotless softness of a clear oceanic sky. It
was the blue of veins in the virginal breast
with the blood of life still pumping through
it. All of the warmth and softness of the
maiden’s abdomen as it curves off to the
maiden-head beckoned from the piece of cre
ative pottery. Europa herself could have
resisted yielding to the charms of that plate
no more than she did the mightiest of the
Gods. This all absorbing blue had taken
Christopher in its grasp and no amount of
writhing or twisting would loosen its hold.
Christopher’s eyes rest on the plate. A
softness comes over him that seems like the
restoration of a statue of marble to smooth,
living skin and bone, losing its hardness but
still not moving even a heart-beat.
“It’s you, you most wonderfully vile of all
ceramic creations. You are the tormentor
which drives me to this odious state of pseudo
life,” these words in an almost loving tone.
He looks at the plate for several minutes
longer then stands and goes into the adjoin
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ing room from which a steady glow from his
easel lamp has been beaming since he left,
hours ago. On the easel stands a canvas with
its base paint only recently applied. The shy
yellow and dying red gives an ethereal ap
pearance to the slowly intensifying blue or
almost white-blue that recedes to the royalty
of the border. All statement in the center,
yet drawn to completeness by the perimeter
of ascending blue tones.
Scattered all about the near closet sized
room are paintings of various sizes and
shapes. Each holds a different meaning.
Each stresses a different truth; but all with
one singularly absolute statement: “I am
striving for the most intense of all colors;
searching for the truth of God. Blue, the
breath of being.”
Each painting achieved continuity by the
ingenious application of the melancholy pig
ment. But not one masterpiece. None reach
ing the truth it sought. The main statement
was false and the material blue is merely a
prostitution.
Christopher sets the plate before him and
studies it for a long time. Deep red-eyes
staring blank-faced-zen at the arrogant bull.
Intellectual meditation on the expression of
blue, progressing towards intuitive enlighten
ment. Blue thoughts. Blue notes.
Brushes lie idle and pigments meditate
great events in restrictive leaden monastaries—only hoping to achieve essence at the
ultimate application with brush or spade or
hand-palm. Four by six canvas waits pa
tiently, knowing restlessness is in vain, for
the creator to release the life which it is being
prepared for. Still Christopher only medi
tates.
Hours and hours of still thoughts blue until
the truth stirs. Think-dreams drift away as
the painter arises and moves to his easel. He
picks up a brush and meticulously cleans it.
Inspecting each bristle for even atomic evi
dence of foreign paint. Pure pigment from
one minute, unused tube is squeezed onto a
table top in lieu of a clean pallet. Prussian,
Pthalocyanine and Ultramarine laid down in
careless doses, yet each in oil-water sepa
ration from the others. Spiral cone of Hook
ers and blob of cadmium light yellow with
just a streak of middle vermillion. Each a
monarch in itself yet all for the glory of the
master.
Meticulously Christopher applies comple11
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ments in careful strokes with an almost
senseless non-objectivity until color builds
upon color, nearly permeating the canvas
with paint. Still the under tones glow
through in spots; just the wrong spots. The
artist picks up a well worn but specklessly
clean brush and dives into the premixed hues
of various blues. Each stroke of the brush
brings form to the seemingly hopeless stew.
The corners are drawn to the vortex yet re
pelled before they overrun the delicate hero.
Red and green, side by side are split and
separated by a thread of Prussian blue jolting
diagonally away from them.
The painter pauses and steps back viewing
his handiwork. The smell of linseed oil and
pigment saturates the room, yet each distinct
color and form has its own odor which lends
animate quality to the individually lifeless
paint.
“Oh pretty one,” he says in a strained whis
per, “only you can now fulfill this soaring
mind. There is truth promised in you and
my ideal is at hand. Only now can I attempt
to use the virgin which has remained chaste,
unspoiled for this climax.”
He turns and from a drawer he extracts a
small jar containing another volume of paint.
Holding it in his hand he looks at it and a
prayer escapes from his soul. The wings of
prayer carry it away to seek the essence of
perfect mind.
Again a different brush, but again a veteran
of many seiges. It too, as were the others, is
clean and free of all foreign matter. And as
he scrapes the paint from the bottle onto a
new part of the table his hand, the steady
hand of Christopher, shakes in apprehension.
But now the brush has turned on to the light
the way to heaven and the estatic dream of
the philosopher.
Four times the brush gathers the paint with
its bristly fingers and four strokes offer it as
a sacrifice. Four, only four.
The robin’s egg, full of growing life; the
midnight sea reclining under the cloak of
Orion—the night hunter; the cloudless after
noon sky carrying the soaring sentiment be
ings sunward. All alive! All from the brush
of Christopher. No longer do the vermillions
stand out as despotic monarchs. The modi
fied Hookers of springtime is the scent of
lilies to the morning fresh air at sun up.
Canaries and cicadas float suspended and
their songs melt into the celestial harping.
—

The clear blue eye of God brings all to the
true paradise of being.
Christopher stands a moment before his
painting, struck senseless by the revelation
of the ideal. But blue night falls on his en
lightened countenance. And as exhaustion
overtakes him, he sinks wearily to the floor,
brush still in his hand.
“Three months,” his soundless murmur.
“Three months, day and night, striving hour
after hour until I could no longer drive my
self from sleep. Sleeping the death sleep only
to be disinterred to paint some more. Brush
ing away the mist and clouds on my heaven
ward quest for the perfect essence of blue.”
“Going mad to achieve this ideal and now
to find that the essence is not in the material
blue; not embodied in any artist’s paint tube;
can never be expressed on canvas. But es
sence, true being blue, found only by non
striving, never seeking man.”

☆

Poem

Melvin
Wilk

To a Young Girl Who Lost the Words
Dedicated to Larraine Kanofsky
One day she forgot the names of songs,
Recalling only the melodies,
And these she sang relentlessly
Fearing their permanent loss.
One day she forgot that seasons change,
Recalling their colors only,
And she clung to anything in shades of green
Fearing their permanent loss.
One day she lost the look of us all,
Except the most delicate shadows,
And these she stares at pitilessly
In the light of her constant loss.
One day she forgot the words of the poem,
Fearing its permanent loss,
And on that day they took her away
And that’s where she’ll be till her dying day
Lost to the seasons, the night, and the day,
Staring and eating while they go their way
Fearlessly staring and singing away,
Wordlessly singing away.
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sister

MaryLou Cushman

A sudden rush of wind caught at the pile
of papers stacked at the foot of the bed, lift
ing some of them into the air and scattering
them across the floor. The woman bent pa
tiently to pick the papers up, straightened
them, and stashed them neatly away in her
worn, black leather briefcase.
“I’ll have to do those papers tomorrow,”
she sighed as she set the briefcase carefully
against the base of the desk. She pulled open
a bottom drawer and removed some blank
typing paper. She sat down at the desk, and
picked up her fountain pen.
Restlessly she stood up, and walked to the
window, fingering her beads as she moved.
She leaned against the screen and inhaled
deeply of the fragrant scent of spring.
Outside there was only the darkness. The
woman tried to distinguish the form of the
elm branches a few feet from her casement,
or the cars parked in the street, but her eyes
met only a solid wall of black.
She could hear the leaves rustling and she
imagined them brushing against her cheek.
Voices drifted up from the street.
She longed to go outside and take her
shoes off, and feel the cool, wet grass under
her feet. She wanted to dig her toes into
the dirt or to lie down on the grass-cushioned
ground and hide her face in her arms. She
wanted to break a lilac off a bush and suck
in its thick perfume. But it was too late,
now, for such things. And she was too old.
The street seemed deserted. But she could
distinguish voices. Without thinking, she
pressed her ear against the screen to see if
she could understand what was being said.
She heard a woman, and then a man. Sud
denly she withdrew from the window, em
barrassed.
She picked up her pen and began a letter.
“Dear Mother,” she wrote automatically.
Then her pen stopped. The slow, hollow tap
of footsteps on concrete faded into silence.
A car passed along the street, its headlights
silhouetting the skeleton of the elm just be
yond the screen. There was no moon, but
from her desk the woman could see a star
through a space in the leaves.

She glanced around her room. It was
scantily furnished, with only a bed, a small
chest of drawers and her desk. There was
no rug; the linoleum was wearing thin beside
her bed. The yellowing-white walls had only
a single decoration, a crucifix made of some
dark, aging wood, with Jesus’ right arm
missing.
She turned back to her letter, laboring to
find some opening sentence.
“So much has happened in this past month.
I can hardly begin,” she wrote. And it was
true, in a sense. Each day was filled from
beginning to end, with cooking, and teaching,
and correcting papers. And chatting with
the others. And prayers.
But there was nothing to say. It was all
the same, month after month. But her
mother wanted to hear it anyway.
She tried picturing her mother as she had
been last summer. She had seen her so sel
dom in the past several years. The image
of her mother as she had looked years ago
was the only one she could conjure. As she
thought of her, the woman’s mind traveled
back to another room, and other spring eve
nings.
She remembered the porch where she had
slept as a girl, with her three older sisters.
In the spring and summer they used to open
some of the windows, and she could remem
ber the fresh wind that blew down off the
mountains. There had been a street lamp
just opposite her head, and she always had
to turn away from it or else it kept her awake.
She remembered the scarred oak table in
the dining room where they always studied,
and how, when she was finished with her
homework, she would run outside. She loved
the cold grass against her bare feet.
Her parents would often sit on the front
steps and talk. She could hear her father’s
sonorous voice retelling the story of the time
Tom Ryan’s wife toured the bars looking for
Tom one Saturday night.
A bell rang, startling the woman. She rose
quickly and snapped off her light. She hur
ried down the back stairs, tucking a handker-
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chief up her sleeves as she went. At the
first landing, she turned to her right and
moved down the hall.
“Good evening, Sister,” someone greeted
her. “Did you get your papers all cor
rected?”
For a few moments busy sounds spread

through the building. Then another bell
sounded through the corridors, and the hum
of chanting voices filled the vacant halls.
Outside, the blackness of night met the
wall of the building as the wind drifted
quietly through elm branches and a car
passed swiftly down the silent street.

Poem

Bud Henenghan

A Silly Little Bug
As I was walking one nice bright day,
I saw a bug along the way;
I looked at him and he looked at me,
Then finally he went up a tree.
How foolish, I thought, a bug must be
To live in a house on top of a tree;
Just work and toil the whole day long.
And never stop to sing a song.
I hurried on for the day was late,
And there were things to do before my date;
The light changed and the cars flew by,
One went too fast and a policeman asked, “Why?”
A newsboy cried out the news of the day,
“A-bomb tests again underway!”
And now I was home and ready to eat,
My body ached, I was really beat.
The radio was on and I heard someone say:
“Buy our deodorant without delay.”
That made me worry about my date,
Should I take a bath or was it too late?
What shirt to wear? What tie to pick?
These big decisions always made me sick;
My pants should be pressed and my hair slicked down,
What socks do I have that go with brown?
Morning came and time for work,
And there was that bug again, that little jerk.
On his way down his big old tree,
He paused again to look at me.
Bugs don’t smile I said to him,
You’d better wipe off that silly grin.
The nerve of a bug to smile at me,
As if to say I’m no better than a flea.
He went his way and I went mine,
For the day was short and I didn’t have time.
How could a bug be as happy as me?
A silly little bug who lives in a tree.
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Harold stopped at the top of the steps and
leaned against the railing of the porch. It
seemed to be a longer walk from the church
in town each time. Wiping the sweat from
the corner of his eyes, he stared at the house
with its gray paint that had once been white.
The wood was showing through in spots
where the paint had flaked off. Certainly, a
new coat of paint was in order, but not now.
The house and grounds would have to wait.
Luther and he, for the present, were deter
mined to devote all of their resources to the
cause of integration. Anyway, the appear
ance of the place seemed less important now
that Jon had died. Before that, he had
dreamed of Jon’s returning and accepting this
as his home again.
Pushing himself away from the railing,
Harold moved on into the dim interior of the
house. When he was seated in his chair, he,
again, became aware of how little the house
resembled what it once had been. All of the
furniture he used now was clustered in this
one corner under a single window. He and
Luther composed the endless lectures and
sermons here, and the remainder of the house
smelled of dust and sweating wood. Another
time, he would have felt he owed his congre
gation the better appearance of his living
quarters. But that would mean hiring a
maid—considering his position, a white maid,
of course—and the wage he would pay her
was needed to finance the all-important
cause.
Jon had never had servants either. And
he had lived in Africa where the wage
wouldn’t have made a difference. As little
as they might have cost him, and, being a
bachelor, as much as he could have used
them, Jon had written, “I just can’t have
servants, Father.”
It was small things like that, just passing
remarks in his letters, that made Harold sure
of the change that had come over his son.

Neither had ever w ritten one word on the
exact subject of race after it had caused the
quarrel that had broken up the family and
sent Jon to Africa. But eight years and maturity had made a difference. If God hadn’t
taken Jon, father and son, sometime, would
have shaken hands and agreed that both had
been hasty. But that reunion would be in
the next world. Until that time, there were
memories, and letters, and Jon’s belongings
that would arrive that afternoon from Africa.
Harold had written the mining company,
where Jon had worked, and instructed them
to send everything home. There hadn’t been
much—just three boxes and the crate, with
the dog, were listed on the invoice. Luther
and he had cancelled an evening lecture in
order to take proper care of everything.
Harold would keep the old dog. Ring was
the only living thing that had belonged to
Jon. The two had been together for over
seven years, and from the letters, Harold felt
he had known his son’s devoted pet for nearly
all that time. Smiling, he recalled that Ring
was somewhat of a baby—candy for doing
this; candy for doing that—speak, roll over
and dance—each trick another piece of candy.
Jon had turned soft-hearted. His dog was
proof of that.
It hadn’t always been like that, Harold re
membered, as he shuffled through the pack
of letters on the desk in front of his chair.
With no mother and with a father whose mis
sion took so much of his time, Jon had grown
up independently, more or less. He wouldn’t
consider the Ministry and, after high school,
wouldn’t even attend church. Of course, that
was nothing of great consequence, but when
he had spoken out against the very project
his own father was fostering—that was the
beginning. The night Jon, in his childish
rage, had called Luther a “nigger,” had been
the end. But time had healed and enlight
ened. And both father and son had seen their
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mistakes. Harold had been too hasty—he
should have known that: in the world of
man, the teachings of a father are not always
the necessary lessons for a son. “My own son
had to journey to the Dark Continent before
he saw the light,” Harold said aloud, and
thought of the times he had used that passage
in his lectures. It had taken the extreme
backwardness of the African attitude of white
supremacy to clear things up in Jon’s proud,
youthful mind. Harold’s lip quivered slightly
as he thought of how gratifying it would have
been if Jon could have lived and their re
union had come about in this world.
The distant chimes from City Hall recalled
Harold to the present. Noon already. It
would soon be time to leave. And he would
have to walk again, because Luther was going
to use the car to bring Jon’s belongings home
from the freight station. Harold turned back
to the desk and re-read the letter he had re
ceived the day before he heard about Jon’s
accident. “There have been several riots
here in the last few days,” it read, “and con
siderable property has been destroyed. But
I am not worried. The mobs still have re
spect for certain things.” Harold was proud
of those written lines. Jon was respected as
a man over and above the fact that he was
white in a country where hatred between
races had been brewing for centuries. And
Luther was proud, too. They had read the
letters over together, and in with the com
ments about weather and work, they had
seen the things this too-proud young man
would not directly say.
Luther and Harold had been together for
years. Long before society had accepted such
a thing, they had walked the street and spread
the Gospel side by side—one colored—and
one white. And of late, the raised eyebrows
and whispered words had almost disappeared,
at least in Bloomfield. This was a sign of
progress. But it was also a sign that some
other town needed to be reminded of the
brotherhood of man more than this one. He
wished the next town could be in some state
like Alabama. But God would intervene and
send him on his way to be reunited with Jon
long before the wall of the South would
crumble.
It was time to go. Harold opened the desk
drawer and took some change from the jar
inside. “A box of candy a week—another
item to put on the budget,” he said and picked

up his Bible and started the long walk to
town.
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“Well, what the hell was it all about?” the
cook at the Bloomfield Cafe asked, as he
pulled the blind to shut out the brightness
of the morning sun.
“Well, I’m sittin’ in my front room,” the
man at the counter said, “When I see the
paper boy, Willie, go right by without leavin’
a paper. The little black devil does that about
once a week. Well, I want to see the ball
scores, so I run out after him. By the time
I stop him, he’s down in front of the preach
er’s house. All of a sudden I hear this ravin’
goin’ on inside. Now I hardly ever hear a

Snowflakes shuffle the sky
like a worn-out pack of cards;
sunlight
bends up one corner of the deck:
I
have been dealt a marked hand.
o underhanded Dealers!
o filthy, crooked sky!

sound from that house an’ I go by there at
least twice a day. So I go up and knock on
the door. But the ravin’ goes right on. So I
look inside—and what a hell of a mess.
There’s this Luther fella, the colored preach
er. layin’ on the floor, all torn to hell. An’
the other preacher, the white one, is sittin’
on the floor feedin’ this big Doberman dog
candy. He’s ravin’ like crazy—lookin’ up an’
down and can’t even see or hear me.”
“For Christ’s sake,” the cook exclaimed.
“This dog is blood from end to end, but
looks just friendly as can be otherwise. So I
just walk on in and—BANG—first thing I
know he’s runnin’ right at me, with his lips
pulled back and not makin’ a sound. Well,
I just jump back and throw up my arm to
protect myself—but he goes right by me—
like he never saw me—and nails this paper
boy, Willie. Well, I see he’s gonna kill the
kid in nothin’ flat so I pick up a chair and
start workin’ him over. An’ I hear this
preacher, the white one, they put away,
yellin’ ‘Don’t hit ’im—give him candy—that’s
one of his tricks.’ He keeps yellin’ it over
an’ over.”
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Poetry

Carnival

by Laulette Hansen

Kissing you would be, I conjure,
like wheat fields after summer rain;
another thought comes to me as I lie feet thrown
and ankles bound pulled towards the evening sky:
We took a ride on a fair night;
a carnival, sultry sky
pulled me chest up, higher and higher,
until the lights appeared like festival, the milky way
spread out below—
Dizzy I cried out
in instinct of upside-downness’ pure joy
but stopped so
fear knotted horror in my throat
How are we going, to get down, I screamed
but the lights reeled dizzily below—
I am upside down
and the carnival is night:
once around above and the child’s dizzy ride is over
no time to let go
“take care you don’t fall”
(but I’m fastened on)
“the man (what man?) below will stop
the ride eventually—you know—”
I clutch at my friend’s hand—
“But he was a drunken clown!”
by Melvin Wilk

Finesse

(to be read with Tallulah Bankhead and
T. S. Eliot both in mind)
Extraordinary, isn’t it
His responding to me now as if
I were music.
How alarming does he find it
Finding exquisite song in the
Engaging, subtle phrase
Of my most characteristic gesture!
While I, marvelously deaf . . .
I, who could register the tonality of his most brief pause,
Respond on a note so pointedly polite
He is now quite unable to suppress a nervous laugh.
He should regard himself most fortunate.
My apparent unconcern has generously granted
Him this time of grief.
“And now, if you’ll permit me,
I know you’ll understand . . . why
In no time at all this all will seem
Like some frightful dream . . . oh, there are
Your gloves. Do call when you can. You will try
To understand? Have you a cab? Goodbye!
—
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Jim Leedy

dialogue
in

By: John Carlson, Harry Fritz, Martha
Gimenez, Emilie Loring, Fred McGlynn,
Dwayne Mason, Jack Mueller, George
Park, Ed Quimby, Julie Raffety, Jim
Sheire, Boone Sparrow, Squash Svennungsen, and Dave Taylor.

purgatory
Introductory note. The traditional objec
tion to the dialogue form of philosophical
discourse is that it is not in actual fact a
dialogue. Plato’s “adversaries,” for example,
always obligingly see the superior arguments
placed in the mouth of Socrates before the
dialogue has ended; and the adversary in
Bishop Berkeley’s dialogues is similarly a
straw-man. Certain dialogue-like passages
in Buddhist scriptures—where the Buddha
does almost all of the talking—make the
point even more explicitly. Nevertheless, the
dialogue is an exciting dramatic and literary
form for the marshalling of ideas, and men
perennially return to it for intellectual nour
ishment.
From time to time I have tested the valid
ity of this form in the classroom by asking
students to improvise a dialogue amongst
thinkers of the past whom they have re
cently been studying. Under the impromptu
pressures of the hour examination, the re
sults are often disappointing; but given the
exactly right combination of personalities,
both of those studying and of those studied,
startling and wonderful things can happen to
all concerned. On the occasion chronicled
here, so imaginatively real were the dramatis
personae created in these dialogues that they
transcended the usual brooding subjectivism
of the undergraduate intellectual—and as I
sat down to read the separate dialogues, I
found them fusing into an organic whole.
I have therefore asked the class’s indul
gence and edited their work into one com
posite dialogue. This dialogue was quite
literally written, in some cases at white heat,
simultaneously by fourteen different people.
I have punctuated, elided, supplied some (not
all) of the stage directions, and made a very
few grammatical changes; and, of course, I
—

have selected from a mass of material very
much larger than that which appears here—
but apart from an occasional “and” or “but”
every word spoken by the players here was
first written on an examination-paper.
At times I have followed one person’s train
of thought for several lines, involving two or
three imagined characters in conversation;
at other times the authorship changes as
many as four times in a single paragraph
attributed to one character. The interesting
thing is that the coherency is not, as one
would expect, necessarily inversely propor
tional to the multiplicity of authorship; in
certain passages, indeed, the reverse seems to
be true. Since our authors are all sharply
individualized persons, and since the individ
ual dialogue bears more often than not the
impress of that individuality, there are Roycean implications in this composite to which I
invite the attention of philosophers. Mean
while, the general reader is invited to exer
cise his wits and puzzle out where one of our
fourteen hands leaves off and another begins.
It may be argued that the fifteenth hand—
my own—has invalidated the experiment by
“rigging” all the cross-connections. My reply
would be that the people in this class are as
un-riggable a lot (God bless ’em) as I have
encountered in six years at MSU. My own
resolution of a dialogue among the five
American thinkers chosen as subjects of this
experiment would have been quite different
from any of the fourteen manuscripts actu
ally produced.
Without further ado, then, here is the dia
logue: jaunty, irreverent, sometimes insight
ful and sometimes immature—a demonstra
tion that the whole, while not necessarily
more than, is other than the sum of its parts.
It was composed, by the students specified
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above, on a dreary Missoula February day in
the Liberal Arts Building, and it is tran 
scribed now for Venture’s readers by . . .
Paul A. Carter
The dialogue:
DELIBERATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE
TO INSURE THAT NO PHILOSOPHICAL
QUESTIONS ARE SOLVED.
Scene: a luxurious but dim sitting room
in happy old Cambridge, Mass.
Time: 2:15 P.M., Monday, February 5th,
1962.
Committee members: the late WILLIAM
GRAHAM SUMNER, conservative Darwin
ist; the late LESTER F. WARD, reform Dar
winist; the late ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
freethinking humanist; the late CHARLES
SANDERS PEIRCE, logician and philosopher
of science; the late NOAH PORTER, former
President of Yale (and chairman of this
Committee); and, as the Committee’s Re
cording Secretary, EVERYMAN, a composite
MSU student.
. . . The meeting was finally brought out
of chaos to order by the Chairman after
C. S. Peirce shouted at the top of his lungs:
“Let’s be logical, gentlemen!”
CHAIRMAN PORTER (breaking his gavel
on the marble table top): Order! Order!
Mr. Ingersoll, stop chuckling! Gentlemen,
as you know we have been assigned to our
little task of rewriting a paragraph of one
of the more famous documents of American
history. (Re ads:)
“We hold these truths to be self-evident;
that all men are created equal; that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain
unalienable rights; that among these are
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness;
that to secure these rights, governments are
instituted among men, deriving their just
powers from the consent of the governed.”
Gentlemen, and Mr. Ingersoll, before we
begin I ask that we adhere to Robert’s rules
of order—the gentleman’s way of settling
differences. (Looks directly at Sumner.)
The chair will hold till the end of the meet
ing, when it will be his solemn duty to revise
the errors committed by the other four mem
bers. (Unrest in the Committee.) Before,
however, we begin our labors, let us medi
tate a few short minutes upon the staggering
nature of our task. I will open the meeting
with a prayer—
—

INGERSOLL: I object! God is irrelevant!
PORTER (ignoring him): Never before in
the history of mankind has heresy come so
close to destroying the transcendent values
of our civilization as today. Therefore let
us labor with due caution, asking almighty
God to guide our footsteps as He before
guided the pen of Jefferson . . . (A rude in
terruption.) Mr. Ingersoll, do you desire to
be recognized?
INGERSOLL: Whether I am recognized
by you or not is of small concern. I’m sorry
I made you wince, Noah, but this is not 1776.
I feel we can dispense with the prayer. The
crucial problem, as I see it, is that Jefferson
placed in those lines an argument for the
existence of the Creator. Civilization has
passed by the days when it needed gods to
justify the actions of men. Hence, we must
fashion this argument without reference to
a Creator; rather we must base our govern
ment on the rationality of man.
PORTER: But the significant word in our
proposition is “Creator.” The rights of man
derive from some sort of gift; men did not
discover them. It follows that these rights
need to be protected from a coldly calculating
science which implies that these rights are
but a brief phenomenon in the evolution of
man—
SUMNER: Point of order!—Mr. Chairman!
PORTER: The chair recognizes Mr. Sum
ner.
SUMNER: Mr. Chairman, your rambling
is inconsistent with your position as chair
man.
PORTER: That is not a point of order.
SUMNER: Yes! (Shouts of “Yes!” “No!”
and “Point of order!” Mr. Sumner is given
the floor.) I am loathe to speak while my
superior, who last berated me for my teach
ing of economic doctrine, is here—
PORTER: Doctrines and concepts which
would tear any conservative university
apart!
SUMNER: —but let’s not be abusive of the
president of Yale College.
INGERSOLL: God is dead. (Resumed
disorder.)
SUMNER: Please, Mr. Ingersoll, we all
know your feelings on the issue of religion,
but I fear you are sidetracking the discus
sion. Let us return to first principles and
proceed from there. It seems to me that we
have before us an opportunity to correct the
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a weak government in order to protect and
extend their own interests. I am sure we
would all agree that our task today is to
control the growth of the plutocracy which
we see rising up around us. (Sumner and
Porter stir in their chairs, smelling a radical
diatribe and waiting to spring. Ward con
tinues): Our political and social institutions
are lagging behind our industrial progress.
We must use our governmental structure to
equalize opportunities, to protect our less
fortunate, to perform those functions which
all reasonable men must agree are neces
sary—
SUMNER: I resent the inference that I
am not a reasonable man! I assure you, I am,
and I do not agree that governments should
do any such thing—
WARD (ignoring Sumner, and continuing
his speech): To the common good! Sociocracy will out!
PEIRCE: Define your terms, (grumbles.)
SUMNER: “Deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed.” Bah!
Natural selection and vestigial mores will
prevent the governed from ever governing
themselves. My friend and colleague, Ruth
Benedict—
WARD: Irrelevant!
SUMNER: Spencer . . .
PEIRCE: Darwin . . .
INGERSOLL: Mary Baker Eddy . . .
PORTER (rapping for order): What shall
we re-write?
WARD: The whole thing!
INGERSOLL: Only the irrelevant parts.
I suggest: “We hold these truths to be em
pirically evident, that all men are created
by biological processes and, as such, are en
titled to certain rights. The pursuit of hap
piness is the greatest of these light-shedding
rights. To preserve these rights, govern
ments are instituted by men and give the
governed their power.” So there!
SUMNER: No! (Grabs for Ingersoll; is
restrained by Ward.)
PEIRCE: Tenacity. Tenacity. Keep the
whole damned thing. We’re not capable of
redefining it.
SUMNER: The rights of liberty and life
mean no more than biological survival. The
government has no right to extend their
meanings to such an “ideological” point that
it begins to attempt regulation and predic-

folly of blind idealism perpetrated upon us
by our over-zealous ancestors. I respect the
sentiment, but cannot abide with the logic
nor the realism of this paper.
PEIRCE: Hear, hear!
SUMNER: Jefferson was a great man; he
was a practical man. When you fight a rev
olution you need an ideal—something around
which to rally the masses. The right of rev
olution implied is only valid when you are in
a process of revolution. Thus, this phrase or
proposition is of little import today. We
speak of an evolution of ideals—an evolution
of mores. Changes in social structure and
in society’s hierarchy take place over long
periods of time. We must consider the con
ditions of nature and the condition of man,
the latter being, for our purposes, pretty
rigid. We must look at the societies which
have been established on this earth, and we
will find that man’s relations with nature,
the technology of the society, are what deter
mines the economic organization, and, on top
of that, the political and cultural superstruc
ture. This entire project is, to put it bluntly,
ridiculous if not downright evil.
WARD: I concur. The proposition as it
stands is much too vague and blindly ideal
istic. I would suggest changing it to: “We
hold these social difficulties to be self-evi
dent: that all men and women are involved
in social evolution; that they are involved in
an increasing complexity of human inter
dependence; and that to secure a social order,
everybody should be required to study (and
understand) Sociology.”
PEIRCE: I must note an objection. It
would be foolhardy to rewrite the statement;
let it stand as a monument to the beliefs of
a bypassed age. The new age of science re
veals to us the falsity of such statements of
the inalienable.
WARD: Do you mean that no statement
is necessary?
PEIRCE: Precisely.
WARD (shaking his head): More must be
added. You must build a coherent basis for
proper sociological management.
PORTER (rapping knuckles on table gen
teelly): Be explicit.
WARD: The idea that the only function of
government is to secure these supposedly in
alienable rights, and no more, has been
enough exploited by those who want to keep
—
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tion of behavior. The government is only
to maintain circumstances as they presently
exist—such maintenance for the sole purpose
of allowing the Darwinian struggle to pro
ceed unimpaired.
WARD: You have a point, perhaps, but I
think this “consent of the governed” should
be further stressed. The best government,
that of the future, will be just such a govern
ment, in actuality as well as theory—a con
sensus of all rational men can be obtained,
using the methods of science, and all will
agree on what should be done to preserve
these rights and build a more worthwhile
society.
SUMNER: Nonsense, Les, you know you
can’t change human nature!
PORTER: Gentlemen, gentlemen! This is
getting us nowhere. I have yet to give the
invocation, and already you are bickering
needlessly. This is certainly not the manner
in which property-loving, God-fearing men
should act—
ALL (jumping to their jeet): No . . . no
. . . no . . .
INGERSOLL: Mr. Chairman, may I say—
PORTER: Out of order!
PEIRCE: Now, gentlemen, if we want to
survive we must be logical. First of all let’s
decide if there are any natural rights, and,
if so, what they are.
SUMNER: There aren’t any, unless you
want to say let the best man win. Left to
their own resources men are presented with
an atavistic society which lives by one pre
cept: Dog eat dog and Devil take the hind
most.
INGERSOLL: What’s this about devils?
SUMNER: Mr. Ward is nothing but a
starry-eyed idealist. In your Dream Society
(bowing ironically to Ward) men in control
will still be subject to the same basic faults—
we’ll have bribery, extortion, favoritism, and
all the other evils of present government.
PORTER: Gentlemen, we are straying
from the task. I wish to insert a defense for
the basic humanity of the existing proposi
tion. Mr. Ward, your faith in the intellectual
power of men will fail of its supposed Utopia
because it fails to take account of the more
mystical side of men. We cannot create a
machinery for the happiness of mankind.
Man is more than a machine; there is some
Existence greater than man, which for pur

poses of discussion we shall call God . . .
INGERSOLL: Oh God, here he goes again!
PORTER: Out of order; to continue . . .
since God exists—
INGERSOLL (sotto voce): Boooo . . .
PORTER: . . . since God exists, and has
created man in His image, we must conclude
that man is more than a machine, or a beast
vulgarly fighting for survival. Since God is
Justice we will assume He created all men
equal—
SUMNER: Objection.
PORTER: Objection overruled. And since
all men are equal, if they have any rights,
they all have the same rights. But as our
committee has demonstrated, it is rather dif
ficult to determine whether there are natural
rights, and if so what they are. Therefore I
move that the first clause be rewritten to
read: “We hold this truth to be self-evident,
that all men are created by their Creator.”
(The Vote is taken. Ward, no; Sumner,
no; Ingersoll, no; Peirce, no; Porter, yes.)
PORTER: The ayes have it.
SUMNER: You, Mr. Porter, are a fool.
INGERSOLL: On general principle I will
agree to that. Nevertheless, the points of
view here expressed are so divergent that I
doubt our ability to rewrite Mr. Jefferson’s
statement. While I deny the existence of a
creator of men, I do respect Mr. Jefferson’s
ideals for society. Humanity creates in
alienable rights; I suggest we substitute
“endowed by humanity with certain inalien
able rights” instead of the present phrase.
PORTER (shocked): You cannot outlaw
God! What you suggest, sir, is turn our Con
stitution over to the flimsy wills of men to
use as they see fit—
INGERSOLL: What is it as it now stands?
Your god sanctions wealth, struggle, cruelty,
inhumanity!
SUMNER: I don’t object to the “Creator”
bit; my religion is at home in a drawer—but
it’s folkways we’re dealing with here, gentle
men, folkways. If I had the time, I could
show you how this current belief in God has
been passed on from generation to generation
from ancient tribal superstition and nature
worship . . .
PORTER: I knew that they should have
put Josiah Royce on this committee; he at
least had a few ideals!
PEIRCE: Ideals?
(Continued on page twenty-eight)
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the silver scalpel
by Wayne Finney
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The young medical student retched and
swallowed the hot vomit that filled his throat.
He wanted to rush from the room but he did
not feel that he could. Vomiting always had
left him weak. He sat there and swallowed
and coughed; then gagged and started to
retch again.
The voice of the professor droned on as he
explained the preliminary technique of pre
paring a cadaver for dissection. But the stu
dent heard none of it. He knew, that as a
student of medicine with the hope of some
day becoming a surgeon, he should not have
such an abhorrence of cutting another human
being.
But there it was.
His stomach tightened and readied itself to
give forth more vomit. His palms were
sweaty and cold; then dry and hot. He tried
to force his eyes to trace the outline of the
covered figure on the dissection table. Cov
ered with a clean white sheet was, he knew,
the dead body of some human being. He
could see the head, the chest, the legs, and
the white teepee at the feet. The chest sloped
down across the stomach to the slim hips and
the well developed legs were long and firm
under the sheet. This was to be his first look
at a dead human being, aside from corpses
in funerals, which he also hated. Anyway,
the corpses in the caskets always were
dressed. He’d seen naked people before, but
not dead and naked; they were always full
of and in love with life. Beautiful people;
swimming naked with the guys at the Y,
horseplay in the showers, that single ad
venture with a neighbor girl in the back lot,
and those other wonderful times.
The other students leaned forward atten
tively and took down every word the pro
fessor uttered. Everyone was dressed in
white; the walls, the ceiling, and even the
floor were white. A large white light hung
over the covered figure on the table, making
the white sheet even whiter. The shape of
the figure was accented with dips and hol
lows of gray, and sharp areas of stark white
where the sheet touched the skin.
He could see that the figure was that of a
well-developed young man. He was glad of
that at least. He knew that he couldn’t have
beared to see the body of a woman—a dead
woman; one prepared for dissection. His left
eye began to twitch. He blinked, he wiped
his eyes. The twitching subsided, then re

sumed. The voice of the professor droned
on, sounding hollow in the white room. He
remembered what he learned in anatomy and
physiology. He tried to pay attention but
his eyes wouldn’t stop tracing the outline of
the form under the sheet.
He didn’t want to be a doctor he thought.
He wanted to leap up and rush from the
room. But he couldn’t make himself do it.
As far back as he could remember he had
been going to be a doctor. His mother wanted
him to be a doctor. His father was a doctor,
a brilliant surgeon. He hadn’t been allowed
to consider being anything else. He’d always
gotten good grades in science and math. He
had a complete scholarship to medical school.
It appeared that he had it made. He’d played
the role for so long that he’d made everyone
believe that he was inflamed with the desire
to become a surgeon. He’d just about made
himself believe it.
Then the professor removed the sheet from
the body. Everyone in the room leaned for
ward and a murmur rose from around the
room. He found himself leaning forward,
too. In one convulsive gulp his eyes took in
the naked figure on the table. The body,
that of a young man, was well muscled. “A
perfect specimen,” said the professor. There
was the well formed chest with a generous
amount of curly black hair. The stomach
was lean and flat and even in death the hard
ridges of muscles showed. The wide shoul
ders tapered down to narrow, graceful hips.
The legs were those of an athlete, long, mus
cled, powerful. The feet were not large but
well proportioned, almost the feet of a dancer.
The legs were tanned, too, as was the chest
and back. The tan ended where the young
man obviously used to wear swim trunks.
The white band around the loins looked even
whiter in the harsh light. The curly black
hair around the sex organs contrasted with
the white of the untanned skin. A perfect
specimen.
Then his eyes focused on the head, with
perfect classical features. The hair was black
and curly. The forehead was broad and flat,
sloping down to a well formed nose. The
eyes were closed and a look of peace was on
the face. The perfect mouth was neither too
wide nor too narrow. The lips were full and
slightly colorless. The chin was a strong
chin with a slight cleft that suggested a dim
ple. The neck was strong and—“Class dis-
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missed,” announced the professor. The class
shuffled noisily out of the room as the pro
fessor spread the sheet over the body.
The young student was the last to get up
from his seat. As he was starting to leave,
the professor caught his eye and said, “I
noticed your interest in this cadaver. Per
haps you could help me begin preliminary
dissection before tomorrow’s class?” Hearing
the professor for the first time that day, he
started a little then recognized the voice and
swallowed before he answered. The years of
medical brainwashing came to the fore and
before he could stop himself he answered,
“Of course, sir. When would you wish to
begin?”
“Well, tonight at 7:00 we can make the
preliminary openings and I’ll help you get
started. It’s not often that a student comes
to us who shows as much interest and promise
as you. If you are particularly interested I
can let you have this one and the class will
work on another.”
“Thank you, sir. With your help, I’m sure
I’ll find this class very rewarding.”
“Well, I’ll leave the lab open and you can
come at 7:00 and we’ll make the preparations.
I may be a bit late so don’t start without me.
I’m looking forward to working with you, my
boy. Until 7:00 then.”
He left the lab hating himself for what
he’d said, but strangely looking forward to
the evening.
That evening at 7:00 he was at the lab. No
one was there. The professor was late, as he
said he probably would be. The lab was
empty except for the empty chairs and the
covered figure on the table. He flicked on
the large light above the table and self
consciously laid the sheet back off the head
and chest. For a moment he stood there,
suspended between reality and nothingness,
completely hypnotized by the peaceful look
on the dead man’s face. There were faint
white lines at the corners of the eyes which
weren’t tanned because the man probably
smiled into the sun. Almost automatically
his hand played over the cold features of the
face. He pushed back the eyelids and gazed,
fascinated, into the soft blue eyes.
The tag around the man’s wrist said that
he’d died of a cerebral hemorrhage owing to
a blow suffered while playing football. He
could imagine the man alive and potent on
the field one minute, then prostrate and un

conscious the next. They must have rushed
him to the hospital only to have him die on
the way. The tag also said that the body had
been granted to the medical school by the
young man’s family.
Gazing into the blue eyes a wash of pity
and admiration welled up in him. He turned
away and was afraid he was going to faint.
He again turned his gaze to the peaceful face
and a sob caught in his throat. Without
closing the eyes he drew the sheet over the
body and stumbled from the room. As he
half-walked, half-ran through the chilly No
vember night tears welled up in his eyes and
he headed for his furnished room above a
neighborhood grocery store. He stumbled
up the steps and turned the knob of the door
to his room. The door wouldn’t come open
and he sobbed aloud. He tried the knob again
then beat his fists on the door. He then re
membered that he’d locked the door when he
left and the key was in his pocket. As he
fumbled for the key he began to laugh. Not
a pleasant laugh of pleasure but a tortured
laugh of strain and tension. When the door
finally swung open he half-fell into the room
laughing hysterically, highly; like a man
whose wife has died or a woman whose son
has been tragically killed.
He faced himself in the mirror, stopped
laughing, and stood open mouthed looking at
the tortured face in the glass. He seemed
not to recognize himself; he stood motion
less and let his mind absorb the image. He
reached for the reflection; and when he could
not feel the flesh, just the hard smooth glass,
he smashed the mirror with a blow of his
fist. The pain of the blow and the fact that
his knuckles were miserably cut and bleeding
made him react with pure animal instinct.
Automatically he put the bleeding knuckles
to his mouth and then tasted the blood. The
blood was warm and sweet and he uncon
sciously found himself liking it. When the
saliva of his mouth stung the open cuts, he
took his hand away and watched it bleed.
He happened to glance at himself in the
broken mirror and saw not one image but
two. The glass had broken in such a way
that two pieces of mirror had been tilted so
that one image seemed to be watching the
other. In a rage now, at the mocking images,
he smeared blood on the mirror, the bureau,
(Continued on page twenty-nine)
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Poetry

Melvin Wilk

Winter Sun
And when I awoke my grandfather said,
“Come, Mordecai, leave, this once, your car.
Come my darling with me.” And he led me to the
sunlight and the river. I turned to see the snow
keep his slow steps frozen: and I shivered,
for my cold flesh clutched the bone.
“Look,” he said, “that’s where our steps will be
till April draws them deeply into earth. Even on
days of such cold, so the world is beautiful.”
And his naked hands unfolded like yellow pages in a siddur.
I saw him raise his eyes. And the wind carried his solitude
far beyond the reaches of the frost. I saw him raise his eyes
till the sun seemed a suggestion only,
of a light and warmth beyond and still to be . . .

Clair De Lune
(from the French of Paul Verlaine)
In the select landscape of your soul
The charming masques and bergamasques go
Playing lutes and dancing and hiding
Melancholy eyes beneath fantastic disguise.
Their chant is composed in a minor key,
Love is vanquished and life’s promise dead,
They seem uncertain of their enchantment
And their melody mingles with the moonlight.
With the lucid, lambent moonlight, sad and lovely,
Slipping through the trees, beguiling birds to dream
And fountains to sob in ecstacy,
The sobbing founts of water, slender among the statues.

Triumph
O love, delay no longer, return to the seasons and me,
For so natural is it that we should be together,
April has absented and waits beyond the hills for you to come.
O return to me, and the seasons, love, will surely resume.
Rain will bring the unprofitable earth to seed. And sorrow,
Which waits beyond all green and windy places, will hesitate,
Restrained by the questioning beauty of your face.
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and logic? Did they fall out of the clouds?
Man is an agent of his Creator; he thinks
His thoughts; he looks through His eyes—
INGERSOLL: Hiding behind God and the
Great Chain of Being again!
SUMNER: You’re wandering off the point,
gentlemen; let’s get back to the business at
hand, (clearing throat) My proposed revi
sion: “We hold these phantasms to be ap
parent, relative to the mores of the concerned
culture: that all men are born to struggle.
Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness
belong only to the fittest, and governments
are instituted to preserve the social norms,
activated by the adjustment mechanisms of
the fittest.”
PEIRCE: This whole meeting sours me.
Rather than compromise my beliefs, I would
leave the statement alone, and let each of us
suggest his own replacement for it.
PORTER (ignoring Peirce, and glaring at
Sumner): As President of Yale, which lost
a football game to Dartmouth yesterday, I’ll
table the motion till next year.
SUMNER: I move we depose the chairman.
INGERSOLL: For reasons quite different
from Sumner’s, I second the motion.
(Porter, a true administrator to the end,
summarily adjourns the meeting.)
(Overhead, looking through the transom,
we find PLATO, NEWTON, DARWIN, and
SAINT PAUL.)
ST. PAUL: Gentlemen, I told you it was
hopeless. They never could do it.
DARWIN: My God, they have taken me
apart! I only went a-digging . . . oh me,
oh my.
PLATO: And to think I started this whole
mess! . . . They all agree with me, but won’t
admit it.
NEWTON: Never did I think by Mechanicks would do all this . . .
ST. PAUL: Well, gentlemen, should we,
then, rewrite the thing?
ALL: “Heaven forbid;” “Let them do it;”
“After all it is their turn now,” etc.
PLATO: Ah, golden youth of those people.
Come, let’s go, I hear Mozart is jamming it
tonight.
(Providential, or not, earthquake. Things
are as before. And the world still moves.)
Moral: Sumner’s laws of survival of the
fittest are most apropos in committee meet
ings.

dialogue in purgatory
(Continued from page twenty-three)
SUMNER: That’s all a bunch of nonsense
(nodding at both Porter and Ingersoll). Gov
ernments are instituted by the strongest to
pursue the interests of the strongest. There
is no such self-evident proposition as this,
men aren’t equal, and governments aren’t
“instituted” in this self-conscious sense. I
move we eliminate the phrase entirely.
WARD: Nor do I uphold the deistic basis
of Jefferson’s argument. But rather than
rewrite the thing to include any of Sumner’s
frauds, I suggest we leave it as it is. The
words of the credo are not important; the
vagueness of their objectives leaves ample
room for an interpretation leading to ex
tended governmental action.
SUMNER: I must submit, sir, that your
head is in the clouds again. A government
could never provide happiness; preposterous!
WARD: You are wrong! Man can shape
his future!
PEIRCE: I was right; men aren’t logical.
We will not survive. Only the logical will
survive.
PORTER (rather desperately): Mr. Peirce,
have you anything to add?
PEIRCE: Very little; your handling of the
subject is at best confusing. You both (nod
ding at Sumner and Ward) have a certain
fixity of belief—and both of you are wrong.
Mr. Sumner allows no room for weakness in
individuals; this is criminal. Mr. Ward, you
advocate a “sociocracy” in which there is no
play of politics. This would inevitably sup
press the mind of the individual. I would
agree with Mr. Ward, perhaps, that one
should use logic and the scientific method to
correct what ills they seem to see in society.
That is about all man can do.
PORTER: You men of science seem to
forget the fact that the observer must know
himself, and must attend to his spirit to de
termine God’s truth. Let me say that the
inductive science of nature presupposes a
science of induction and that a science of
induction presupposes a science of man. Na
ture isn’t merely a worldfull of scientific
wonders. Where is science without man, and
further: where is man without God? I ask
you, gentlemen: where did we get science

—
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Poem

Melvin Wilk

Blue jays
These worn thighs, surrounding the struggle of mine, are always ready.
August green too long, spreading . . . aborting . . . and spread again.
Summer’s over. June’s melted into August, and first love
Fled, beautiful and guiltless like a child’s balloon.
This affair is right!
Although the room is hot and wet her open eyes reflect
Occasional blue jays frozen in snow . . . patches of sky . . .
By and by she will sleep. Then who but I shall know?
Then who but I shall feel my blood shrink? She’ll be asleep
As I dip in the skimmed light of dawn and fall, embalmed,
In the funeral parlor of the mind. By and by her eyelids
Will have closed—blue wings will beat a blue balloon—
The open sky . . .
All the chilled birds fled. Payed for with blood risen,
—Shot, wild in the hope of all that is opened and over—
With frozen bluejays, the relentless pledge to some outrageous harvest
Fat with plenty in a land where none can eat.

☆

soaked his drawers so that his crotch was a
mass of red, and wet.
With a pathetic animal cry he started to
ward his bed to satisfy the urge inside the
bloody drawers. But the pants around his
ankles tripped him; he fell to the floor and
lay there sobbing and bleeding.
The next day he withdrew from medical
school.

scalpel
(Continued from page twenty-six)
and his clothes. When he saw the blood on
his clothes he began to tear at them. His
shirt ripped off easily and his pants fell
down around his ankles. He smeared blood
on his white hairless chest and thoroughly

—
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Letters to the S ta ff
Gift and Exchange Section
University of the Philippines Library
Diliman, Rizal

To the Editor and Staff, Venture:

January 17, 1962
The Editor
“Venture”
Montana State University
Missoula, Montana
U. S. A.
Dear Mr. Editor:
The faculties and students of the Univer
sity of the Philippines are grateful for the
enjoyment afforded by your publication, the
Venture. They have been used to reading
and anticipating the arrival of the issues of
this journal.
The announcement by the Montana State
University Library that Venture is no longer
available on exchange is a big blow to its
enthusiasts. Of course, we realize the privi
lege of the University to withdraw any title
from its exchange list.
The Gift and Exchange Section therefore
has no other recourse but to appeal to you
directly, to please place the address below
on your complimentary list to receive issues
of this journal.
Gift and Exchange Section
University of the Philippines Library
U. P. Post Office, Diliman
Rizal, Philippines
May we hear from you? Thank you.
Very truly yours,
(Mrs.) Catalina A. Nemenzo
Gift and Exchange Section

☆

Like the heavy, dingy, virus-laden air that
hangs over Missoula on most winter days,
there is an atmosphere of death hanging over
the Fall, 1961 issue of Venture.
I am aware, of course, that writers—young
writers especially—are a narcissistic lot; that
narcissism tempered by experience of reality
becomes loneliness; and that loneliness can
readily become consciousness of blackness.
As a judge in the last Venture contest but
one, I waded through page after page of
introspective poetry, almost all of which
could be summed up in one sentence: “I sit
alone in the dark, and I’m scared.” Further
more, we all know that the realities of 1962
justify, or at least extenuate, such a posture:
Eichmann, the Bomb, the Messrs. K., and All
That. But when an entire issue of such a
magazine as Venture centers down on the
same dark theme—except, briefly, for the
frisking of Laulette Hansen’s kittens in Ath
ens—I am surprised enough to wonder why.
I was surprised enough to dig out some
past issues of Venture for comparison. Intro
spective darkness has always been present
in the magazine, to be sure; but I also found
that from time to time the animal spirits and
sheer youthful hi-jinks of writers—most of
whom after all have not lived long enough
to know very much about the doom-laden
world they write of, managed somehow to
break through the party-line of existential
despair.
The affirmation of life, I found, took various
forms. It could serve as a counterpoint to
the loneliness of an “I”—narrator, as in Quent
Baker’s “The Listener.” (Autumn, 1958). It
could be jaunty, as in Emil Ponich’s poems
satirizing the Beats (same issue) and con
temporary poetry (Winter, 1959). It could
be analytical, as in Alan Goddard’s irrepres
sibly lordly review of the 1959 foreign film
season (Fall, 1959); or elegiac, as in Mary
Morris’ affectionately bittersweet proseportrait of Missoula (Winter, 1959). It could
take the form of Rod Fisher’s angry plea for
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better jazz at MSU (same issue), or of Don
ald Butler’s good-natured reminiscence of
hard times at MSU in the ’30’s (“The Case of
the Starving Scholar,” same issue). Even in
stories conceived in the prevailing mood of
alienation, madness, and anticipation of death
it had a way of sneaking in; the redemptionby-sex which concludes Caroline Conklin’s
“Coach to Seattle” (Spring, 1960)—a desper
ate solution in this story’s context, but re
demption nonetheless—is a conspicuous ex
ample. One writer, Suhayl Osman in his
one-act play The Immoralists, even managed
to create an allegory of death-and-resurrection!
Now let us compare, item by item, with the
Venture issue in hand at present.
The suspended conclusion of Mrs. Melton’s
“The Anniversary”—a very well-wrought
piece of work, by the way—might serve as
an illustration of the theme of Love and
Death in the American Short Story. The
build-up is cold, relentless, and unbearable,
from the mild annoyance of the opening line
to the final “—and the movement was vio
lent.” What does he do? Rush out of the
house? Rape her? Strike her dead? And
who cares?
Next a page of artwork, upon which I do
not feel competent to pass judgment, and
then Mr. Hulbert’s “The Danger of Right.”
As a protagonist in the episode which is his
starting point, I can hardly take exception to
the author’s sentiments—but I am distressed
to find them expressed so defensively. And
the ploy that the radical Right is dangerous
because its way of meeting the Communist
challenge happens to be the wrong one is
defensive. The challenge—“whether Ameri
can democracy outlives Communism”—be
comes the central issue; the ideals which
Hulbert holds become, implicitly at least,
only means to an end—only a proof that
“our” way is morally superior to “their”
way. So far as I am concerned, the Good
Things which Hulbert and I (and John Milton) believe in are good in themselves; to
define them only negatively, only as betterthan-Communism, is already to walk in the
valley of the shadow.
Then come Mr. Wilk’s poems. Chalk up a
modest “yea” to life for Anita; she is pleased
to see her father thwarted, she would go if
she could, but since there’s nothing “more
exquisite . . . out there,” she’ll stay and settle
-3 1

for sad hunger. A very modest yea, come
to think of it—and quickly snuffed out in the
next poem by the discovery that “there is a
margin all unchartered and bereft/of any
meaning.” What is there left? Only the sage
advice, in the next poem, that the sister go
out and enjoy the autumn so that she will
be spared the poet’s death-agonies. How old
these young poets are!
At first reading, “Gentleman Jack” seems
to be an abrupt change of pace. It is a story
of growth, not of death; of turning a corner,
not of getting lost. And yet . . . it is only a
chance encounter in a railway station, the
schoolma’am will not see the handsome sailor
boy again, and after all she remains Miss
Christy . . .
As the page turns, the eye catches the
sonnet “Carl Bailey’s House,” with its prom
ise of some Robert Frost-like aphorism. But
at the end . . . “What once was life is death.”
After this, Miss Hansen’s kittens come as a
distinct relief; but she too soon remembers
the company she is in, and keens of the soil
feasting on the flesh and bones of “my son.”
(Son? a sophomore? Really, now!)
Mr. Elting’s proud, defiant Indian is an
other matter. The double death of man and
horse it a liturgical sacrifice, and therefore
an affirmation—an act making death mean
ingful. But is it, nevertheless, a death. So
this tale too joins Venture’s autumnal funeral
procession.
Well, if one is going to have a death in the
family, one may as well pray over it, and so
Mr. Burke obligingly provides us with a
“Prayer.” But prayer implies God, and God
implies a break in these hovering clouds; so
the writer pens “Bared,” reminds us of the
world’s “pale indifference,” and closes the
skies again. And on the next page—you
guessed it—Lyle Harris’ “The Death of
Judson Thompson”! The effect is beginning
to pile up, like the ax-murders and mad
bombers in a typical edition of the New York
Daily News; so that by the time we get to
Mr. Finney’s old woman scrabbling in the
garbage the whole thing becomes a joke.
Gallows humor if you like, but gorgeous fun
nonetheless.
These literary works were conceived in high
seriousness, and most of them were carried
off with considerable skill. Yet the whole is
less than the sum of its parts. It is a halfco ntinued on page thirty-two)
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Poem

Herbert Zemke

Contrast
You went to a baseball game,
Mickey Mantle got a black eye.
The same day I went to a bull fight.
The matador cried his last breath on the horns of a
black bull.
You have seen color television,
I but an old Goya
You travel down speedways branched by clover leaves.
I travel down roads made of cobble stone, made as my
forefathers built them.
You drink of taps joined to modern mains of steel.
I drink of a well where water is supplied by an aquaduct,
built by ancient Romans.
You breathe the sweet air from a new birth of freedom.
I breathe the stale dust from the graves of kings.
I watch the scarlet sun set over the castle towers and
monastary walls.
You see the sun rise to kiss oil wells and pine trees.
You watch the morning glory awaken to smile at the
world all day.
I am there when it closes.
Is it not too dark to see it shut.

☆

letters to the staff
(Continued from page thirty-one)
world our authors depict; one would scarcely
know, except fleetingly, that in addition to
terror, frustration, loneliness, and decay, it
contains such other phenomena as work,
friendship, landscapes, happy sex, and Mo
zart. Our authors chant in Hallowe’en
chorus, “death, death death . . .’’—until, as
with any other singing commercial, we don’t
believe a word of it.

There remains the question that struck me
the moment I was distracted from this thren
ody by those kittens (a kitten just doesn’t
know anything about stinking breath and
thirsty soil and bodies vacant of sensuality
and all that jazz): Why? A proper answer
would require a letter far longer than this
one; so I invite the attention of Venture’s
readers and writers to the problem.
Life, anyone?
Sincerely,
Paul A. Carter
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THE SAFE WAY
to stay alert without
harm ful stim ulants
Never take chances with
dangerous “pep pills.” In
stead, tak e proven safe
NoDoz®.
K eep s you
m entally alert w ith th e
same safe refresher found
in coffee. Y et N oD oz is
f a s te r , h a n d ie r , m ore
reliable. A b solu tely not

habit-forming. N ext time
monotony makes you feel
d ro w sy w h ile d r iv in g ,
working or studying, do
as millions do . . . perk up
with safe, effective NoDoz.
Another fine product o f
Grove Laboratories.
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patrons

M ONTANA POWER COMPANY
MISSOULA DRUG CO.
H A N SEN ’S FAMOUS ICE CREAM FACTORY
MISSOULA MERCANTILE CO.
4B’S CAFE
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS’ STORE
THE LAMPLIGHTER
RUDY’S BOOK STORE
FAIRWAY DRIVE-IN
93 STOP-N-GO DRIVE-IN
FIRST NATIO NAL BANK
FOX THEATRE
CHIMNEY CORNER
DIXON A N D HOON SHOE CO.
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☆

Venture staff invites letters to the
magazine concerning the winter
issue during spring quarter for pub
lication in that edition.

☆
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